Cost comparison of initial lobectomy versus fine-needle aspiration for diagnostic workup of thyroid nodules in children.
Though uncommon in children, pediatric thyroid nodules carry a higher risk of malignancy than adult nodules. While fine-needle aspiration (FNA) has been well established as the initial diagnostic test in adults, it has been more slowly adopted in children. The purpose of this study was to examine the comparative cost of FNA versus initial diagnostic lobectomy (DL) in the pediatric patient with an ultrasound-confirmed thyroid nodule. A decision tree model was created using an adolescent with an asymptomatic thyroid nodule as the reference case. Probabilities were defined based on review of the pediatric and adult literature. Costs were determined from previous literature and the publicly available Medicare physician fee schedule. Tornado plot and sensitivity analyses were performed to assess sources of cost variation. Using decision analysis, FNA was less costly than DL with an estimated cost of $2529 vs. $5680. Tornado analysis demonstrated that the probability of an initial indeterminate FNA result contributed most to cost variation. On sensitivity analysis, when probability of an indeterminate FNA result was increased to 35%, the maximum value found in the literature, FNA remained less costly. In Monte Carlo simulation set to 10,000 iterations, FNA was superior to DL in 74% of cases. In this theoretical model based on available literature and costs, FNA is less costly than DL for initial diagnostic workup of thyroid nodules in children. Securing resources to offer FNA in the work-up of thyroid nodules may be financially beneficial to hospitals and patients. Level 1 cost effectiveness study - using reasonable costs and alternatives used in study with values obtained from many studies, study used multi-way sensitivity analysis.